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Dear Team BCPS Class of 2020,

Congratulations! This is your day.

Your journey to graduation has spanned the majority of this century. As the world has evolved, you have taken on challenges, grown as a friend and teammate, and become an expert on the important subject of yourself. You have developed as a leader inside and outside of the classroom. I’m so glad that I had the pleasure of meeting many of you.

Proudly by your side from your first day of school to this very moment, you have been surrounded by the love and support of family members, teachers, and school leaders. I appreciate their dedication to your growth. Be sure to thank those who helped you along the way.

You deserve to cherish this culmination of your many years of hard work. When your name is called, please know how proud you have made all of us—your loved ones, your school family, and Team BCPS.

Please enjoy your commencement, and I wish you all the best in your next phase of life.

Sincerely,

Darryl L. Williams
Superintendent

Raising the bar, Closing gaps, Preparing for our future
To the Class of 2020,

Many of you I had the pleasure of meeting as 8th graders when you were at Stricker. You made me fall in love with being an Assistant Principal through our interactions, so I was so excited to get to come back to see how much you have grown. This year I have been amazed at the incredible people you have become. You have grown and matured in ways I never thought possible. For some of you this was our first chance getting to meet and though it was cut short by the pandemic I have enjoyed our time together. Each day that I come to school I am amazed by the incredible intellect, character, and talent that this senior class possesses. Whether it is watching you perform in the classroom, on the field/court, or on a stage you continually blow me away.

I am so proud of everything you have accomplished this year and the way you have been able to adjust and cope with the changes that have come with grace and humility. I hope that we here at Patapsco have been able to impact you in the way I am sure you are going to impact the world. I will miss you but be warned you never know when or where Dr. RoHo might show again. Remember to always learn something new, make good choices, and be nice to one another.

Sincerely,

Scott Rodriguez-Hobbs, PhD
Principal

Raising the bar, Closing gaps, Preparing for our future
Program

Mistress of Ceremonies............................. Sentiah Cole, President, Class of 2020
Welcome and Opening Remarks............ Sentiah Cole, President, Class of 2020
*Pledge of Allegiance .............. Morgan Fitzpatrick, Vice President, Class of 2020
National Anthem: “The Star-Spangled Banner”................................................................. performed by Caroline Bartrum
Remarks .................................................................................. Dr. Darrell Williams,
Superintendent of Baltimore County Public Schools
Valedictory Address................................................................. Autumn Winterling
“The Ride Of our Lives”
Class Address................................................................. Sentiah Cole, President, Class of 2020
“Ending to Start Again”
Senior Song........................................................................“Shades of Beautiful”
Words and Music by Jeffery Beyers
Performed by Paige Bates
Salutatorian Address........................................................ Kae Northway
“New World”
Remarks and Presentation of the Class of 2020.................................................. Dr. Scott Rodriguez-Hobbs, Principal
Conferring of Diplomas ........................................... Rod McMillion, Board Member
*Processional ................................................................. “Pomp and Circumstance”
Sir Edward Elgar/arr. Clare Grundman
*Alma Mater (3 verses) ............................................. performed by Madina Diallo
Turning of the Tassel and Ring.................. Sentiah Cole, President, Class of 2020
CLASS OF 2020

Kenley Ryan Adams
Karen-Michelle Oluwafunmilavo Adeyemo
Angelina Marie Albright
Kayla Nichelle Alexander
Alliyah Kay Allen
Esperanza Lynne Alvarado
Gary Thomas Anders
Roger Angel-Lopez
Rayna Michelle Angle
Wynell Aponte
Daniel Alexander Ashe
Libier Barragan
Jacob Alexander Barron
Caroline Kay Bartrum
Ayhende’ Amar Marquez Bass
Andrew Ryan Bates
Paige Elizabeth Bates
Logan David Baumgardner
Ryan Nicholas Baxter
Dalton Cameron Beckman
Joshua Gaelan Bell
Juliana Elise Bell
Shepard Howard Bender
Mackenzie Nicole Benedetta
Gabrielle Jillian Berry
Drew Lane Bickel
Brianna Nicole Biehler
Cierra Faith Billings
Anya Sade Billy
Jillian Claire Blankenship

Rachel Marie Blizzard
Olivia Paige Bohn
Kyrah Nyshe Bostick
Logan James Boxwell
Kayla Tyree Braxton
Mikayla Laine Brown
Cameron Matthew Brydge
Kayla Noel Bunn
Daniel Burgess, Jr.
Matthew Xavier Burnstein
Raven Dayonna Burroughs
Stephanie Kay Bush
Chance Caleb Cadle
Devin Anthony Calise
Averi Paige Campbell
Alec Nathaniel Carnes
Angel Savannah Casey
Kaitlyn Marie Cauley
Nataya India Chambers
Aleesha Arieonna Chaney
Seth Abram Chesser
Madison Kayla Chester
Destiny Marie Chetelat
McKenzie Rein Christopher
Rae'Quan Richard Clark
Charles Henry Cody
Haley Christina Cole
Sentiah Carrington Cole
Shaylin Onyae Alexis Cole
Taylor Alese Crystal Collins
Vincent Frank Collurafici, III
Dayshon Steven Cooley
Candace Anne Cosentino
Nayla Bee Covahey
Hamzah Abdul Khaliq Covington
Aniyah Nieemah Najay Cox
Delaney Rose Crawford
Da'Sean Maki Crew
Natasha Cruz-Edmonds
Bailey Christopher D'Anna
Joseph John D'Antoni
Namrata Darjee
Alexis Davis
De'Shawn Troy Davis
Zoë Elizabeth Davis
Gavin Conner Dawson
Adalina Marie DeArmond
Tyler Anthony Dellinger
Morgan Elizabeth Dennis
Maleah Monea Dennison
Nyda Paula Remay Di Iorio
Madina Sada Diallo
Kyleigh Elizabeth Diffenbaugh
Layla Nikole Diggs
Sekinat Taiwo Dosunmu
Wasilat Kehinde Dosunmu
Mika Andrew Dotterweich
Nathan Jacob Douthit
Jakob Anthony Dudley
Gabrielle Marie Duke
Natalie Elizabeth Dumler
Kyle Allen Duffy Dutcher
Madison Jade Eberwein
Ryan Julius Eckloff
Jasmin Tykera Elliott
Shianne Mykera Elliott
Allison Louise Eltringham
Samantha Michelle Emerick
Jimya Dinelle Ennis-Matthews
Andrew Marc Escalante
Patricia-Mary Chizitere Ezeji
Cory Anthony Faison, Jr.
Alyssa Monet Felix
Tina Marie Felix
Dakota Michelle Fetzer-Mause
Jonathan Eric Fiorenza
Dillon Anthony Fischer
Kaisha Rekeya Fisher
Morgan Alexis Fitzpatrick
Abigail Catherine Galusha
Anthony Luis Garcia
Jobad Alexi Garcia
Karlos Omar Garcia
Leena Mae Garcia
Francisco Anibal German
Alaysia Onea Ghee
Jessica Ann Gilmore
Julinette Gines-Garcia
Jamiah Haniyyah Glaspie
Jalen Kawan Glover
Jayden Andrew Grafton
Devin Jalen Green
Dallas Charles Gregory
Samuel Alberto Guerra Garcia
Sophia Corinne Haensler
Catherine Ann Hands
Andrew Scott Harlow
Sydney Rose Harrington
Tiffany Renee Harrison
Damian Kaleb Hawes
Talyiah Essence Hayes
Khaleel Tyshawn Haynesworth
Dezmend Dwayne Henderson
Emely Loana Henriquez
Vanessa Marie Hernandez
Elijah Emmanuel Hill
Saja Angelique Hocking
Ciara Louise Hoffman
Brianna Katherine Holthaus
Cameron Jason Hood
Elizabeth Carolyn Rose Hook
Cam Houston
Jordan David Huff
Morgan Elizabeth Hug
Lamagan Renae Hunt
Lanyia Aonyae Jacobs
Jarrett Louis Janeczek
Kaniya C Jeffreys
Breanna Morgan Johnson
Shanaya Danyelle Johnson
Hunter Alan Jones
Janay Lynese Jones
Loralie Michelle Jones
Jeston Lee Jones, III
Charles Myron Jones, Jr.
Alexia Lynn Kaczorowski
Jessiedeep Kaur
Jordan Douglas Kennedy
Aidan Jay Kindle
Andrea Mya King
Serena Bralyn Kolocin
Melisa Korman
Matthew Vincent Lawson
Megan Noel Lawson
Katarina Lezaja
Gabrielle Leonia Liles
Jose Octavio Lizarraga Rosas
Jasmine Elizabeth Nicol Lowe
Xavier Rae Lynch
Pedro Angel Machic Vicente
Madison Elizabeth Magaha
Taylor Desire Majka
Aikee Deonte Mallory
Logan Thomas Malone
Carter Joseph Manes
William Tyler Maroney
Joseph Maurice Marsheck
Crystal Martinez
Mercedes Zawadi Masila
Alliyah Kristine Matos
Jordan Ryan McCartney
Brian James Allen McElveen
Brooke Lola McElveen
Ariana Nicole McGee
Patrick Kenneth McShane, III
Tyler Michael Metz
Andromeda Marie Meyer
Fallon Quinn Miller
Helena Marie Miller
Timothy Garland Miller
Selena Iisss Mills
Darius Mekhi Moore
Alma Mater
Traditional Attributed to Esther McGill

Hail Patapsco, hail to thee. We will e’re be true
As we laud your colors bold, the red, the white, and blue.
In your halls we found our friends, laughter here and there.
From these happy days of youth, our mem’ries we will share.

Pax per Sapientiam, guides our lifetime through.
In the many years to come, uplifts our hearts anew.
With these gifts of knowledge gained, may we never fail.
Honor we now pledge to thee, oh, hail Patapsco, hail.

(Sung only at farewell and graduation)
Alma Mater in our hearts, is your noble theme
Which will guide us as we strive, toward our worthy dream.
We have reached our parting day, and face the world we see;
We will sing our song of praise, Hail, oh Hail to Thee.